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Abstract

We provide a state�of�the�art survey of results concerning stability issues for routing in

communication networks� and corresponding protocols� Roughly speaking� a distributed

routing protocol is stable on some particular network if the protocol maintains a bounded

number of packets in the network at all times� under some suitable assumptions on the

fashion of injecting packets into the network� Fundamental questions that pose themselves

in such a setting include�

� What is the e�ect of the injection pattern on stability�

� Which protocols are stable on which networks�

� What can be said about an algorithmic characterization of stability�

In this survey� we summarize some of the known answers to these questions� and some

questions for which no answers are yet known� as a collection of current challenges for the

distributed computing community�
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� Introduction

Transfering and delivering messages among di�erent processing units is one of the most basic
functionalities of a distributed communication network� This functionality is taken up by fol�
lowing some particular routing protocol� which decides� in a distributed fashion� which message
to forward along which link of the network at each time step� This routing mechanism is invoked
at every link of the network� and for each and every �discrete� time step� while it must ensure
that all messages from all possible sources to all possible destainations are delivered in a timely
fashion�

A basic challenge encountered by any distributed routing protocol is to come up with some
policy for prioritizing packets that �nd themselves queued up for traversing the same link
simultaneously� This policy must provide certain QoS guarantees on how much time it takes
a packet to travel from source to destination �including the time waiting in queues�� In order
for such a guarantee to be possible� the situation where packets end up waiting in queues for
an inde�nite amount of time needs to be escluded in the �rst place� Thus� a protocol is stable
on a particular communicationnetwork if the number of packets in the network remains� at
all times� bounded from above by some quantity independent of time �but possibly dependent
on characteristics of the individual network�� So� issues of stability have recently attracted a
lost of interest and attention within the broader community of the theory of computing� see�
e�g�� 	�� 
� �� �� � �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� 
�� 
�� ��� for a �avor of the obtained results�

In this survey� we advocate that the progress made so far on this fascinating subject presents
a rich opportunity to the distributed computing community for making fundamental contribu�
tions in this area� It is the mission of this survey to provide a glimpse of the results obtained
so far and the various open problems and research directions that naturally lend themselves in
this rich context�

There are three distinct dimensions across which stability can be studied�

� The �rst dimension concerns the tra�c pattern� in other words� the fashion in which
packets are injected into the network� There are several models that have been studied
so far� some of them �studied in the queueing theory and systems literature 	

�� make
probabilistic assumptions on the tra�c pattern� while others �motivated by more general
approaches adopted within the Theoretical Computer Science community� make no as�
sumptions at all and naturaly lend themselves to a worst�case analysis of stability� much in
the same way computational algorithms have been traditionally analyzed �see� e�g�� 	�����

For the latter class of models� a necessary condition of stability is that the rate of injecting
tra�c into the network not exceed the processing speed of the links �express as the number
of packets a link may forward per unit of time�� if each link can forward at most one packet
at each time slot� the rate of tra�c injection may not exceed one� Interestingly� recent
research 	�� �� has revealed that this necessary condition fails to be su�cient for stability�

� The second dimension has to do with the particular protocol used� Central questions that
follow this dimension include� e�g�� the identi�cation of possible trade�o�s between the






simplicity of the distributed protocol and the time delay guarantee it provides� In gen�
eral� one will prefer �simple and distributed� protocols that remain stable for all networks�
Such protocols are said to be universally stable� Furthermore� a particular class of proto�
cols that have attracted much attention are the greedy protocols which always forward a
packet whenever they can� Recent research has provided interesting �and� in some cases�
unexpected and even surprising� dichotomies among simple� distributed protocols with
respect to their properties of universal stability�

� The last dimension considers the particular network topology� and aims to capture the
e�ect to which network topology is responsible for stability or instability of any partic�
ular protocol �or� of a family of protocols�� A desirable feature for a network is that it
remains stable under all protocols �in a given class�� Such networks are called univer�
sally stable� research results have contributed signi�cantly to our understanding of the
universal stability property for networks �and how it relates to structural properties of
the network��

In a nutshell� this survey illuminates the interplay of these three� crucial dimensions with
respect to stability� Some known answers are given� while many more questions are still awaiting
in the research pipeline� It is hoped that the picture of this interplay that you will pick up
when you read this survey will encourage you to consider working on some of the tantalizing
questions that remain open�

The rest of this survey is organized as follows� Common routing protocols are summarized
in Section 
� Section � provides a juxtaposition of tra�c models studied in the context of
stability in routing� Results on packet�switched networks are discussed in Section �� Section 
surveys results on the stability of networks made up of input�queued switches� Results on the
decidability �and undecidability� of stability are surveyed in Section �� Concluding comments
and some general directions for future research are gathered in Section ��

� Protocols

In this section� we describe some common routing protocols whose stability properties will be
reviewed in the rest of this survey� All of these protocols provide simple rules on how to choose
which packet to forward on a given link among the waiting packets�

� Furthest�to�Go� abbreviated as FTG� it gives priority to the packet whose distance �in
number of links� to its destination is maximum�

� Nearest�to�Source� abbreviated as NTS� it gives priority to the packet whose traversed
distance is minimum�

� Longest�in�System� abbreviated as LIS� it gives priority to the packet injected the earliest�

� Shortest�in�System� abbreviated as SIS� it gives priority to the packet most recently in�
jected�
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� First�in�First�out� abbreviated as FIFO� it maintains the edge queue in �rst�in��rst�out
order�

� Last�in�First�out� abbreviated as LIFO� it maintains the edge queue in last�in��rst�out
order�

� Nearest�to�Go� abbreviated as NTG� it gives priority to the packet whose distance to its
destination is minimum�

� Furthest�from�Source� abbreviated as FFS� it gives priority to the packet whose traversed
distance from its source is maximum�

Curiously� it turns out that these protocols can exhibit quite di�erent stability behavior on
many common protocols�

� Tra�c Models

In this section� we describe some of the models of injecting tra�c into the network� Before
giving the basic de�nitions for the various models that appeared in the literature� we review
some general terms and concepts�

��� Stochastic Networks

The model of stochastic networks has been widely studied in the literature on queueing theory
and systems� A good starting point to follow related research work is the recent encyclopedic
monograph by Serfozo 	�
�� the older book by Kelly 	

� remains also a standard reference for
the �eld of stochastic networks� The distinguishing feature of a stochastic network �which has
been commonly criticized� is that of making stochastic assumptions about the various system
parameters� such as packet sizes or service times� such assumptions vary widely� encompassing
issues of stationarity� stochastic independence and stochastic ordering� to name a few�

A particular type of a stochastic network arises when we assume that the distribution of the
time service at a server is session�independent� in other words� time services of di�erent servers
follow the same distribution� Such networks are known as Kelly networks 	

�� An early result
identi�es conditions on a stochastic network for FIFO to be stable�

Theorem ��� �Kelly ����� Consider a Kelly network N � where packet sizes and service times
are exponentially distributed� Then� FIFO is stable for N �

The precise role of the particulars of the distribution of packet sizes and service times for
FIFO to be stable for a Kelly�type network is not understood yet� Hence� we ask�

Open Problem ��� Find a characterization of the probability distributions of packet sizes and
service times in a Kelly network that imply stability of FIFO for such networks�
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No conditions are known for protocols other than FIFO to be stable �or unstable� in the
stochastic network model� even when one is restricted to Kelly networks� Hence� one may ask�

Open Problem ��� Identify probability distributions of packet sizes and service times in a
Kelly network that make each of FTG� NTS� LIS� SIS� LIFO� NTG and FFS to be stable or
unstable in the stochastic networks model�

Some additional papers that treat stability issues for stochastic networks include 	�� ��� ��

�� ����

��� The ��� ���Regulated Session Model

In the ��� ���regulated session model� packets are injected by an adversary along �xed paths in
the network� Each path consists of a sequence of edges� We shall refer to these paths� together
with the paths injected into them� as sessions�

Each session i is associated with a rate �i and a burst parameter �i� Denote Ai�t�� t�� the
total size of the packets of session i injected into the network during the time interval 	t�� t���
We say that session i is ��i� �i��regulated if

Ai	t�� t�� � �i�t� � t�� � �i �

for all times t� and t� with t� � t��

Thus� the eventual rate at which tra�c is injected into the network along session i is bounded
by �i� The term �i facilitates the injection of short bursts of packets into the network�� The
adversary in the ��� ���regulated model is the abstract entity that arbitrarily injects packet into
the network subject to the condition above�

��� Adversarial Queueing Model

The adversarial queueing model was introduced in a pioneering paper by Borodin et al� 	���
in an e�ort to replace probabilistic assumptions on various system parameters� with �safer�
worts�case ones�

In the adversarial queueing model� packets are injected into the network by an adversary
subject to the following condition� for any edge e of the network� and for any time interval
	t�� t��� the total size �number� of the packets injected during the interval 	t�� t�� that wish to
pass through edge e is at most w � r�t� � t��� for some w � � and r � �� The adversary
for the adversarial queueing model is de�ned much in the same way as the adversary for the
��� ���regulated model� It has been noted that the adversary for the adversarial queueing model
is more powerful than the adversary for the ��� ���regulated model �cf� Andrews 	
� Section ����

�In practice� one can use a �leaky bucket� to implement a session that is ��i� �i��regulated �see� e�g�� 	
����





� Packet�Switched Networks

In this section� we survey stability and instability results for the model of packet�switched net�
works� Networks with permanent sessions and temporary sessions are discussed in Sections ���
and ��
� respectively�

��� Permanent Sessions

In the permanent sessions model� packet are routed over virtual circuits� called sessions� that
remain �xed over time�

A fundamental result by Borodin et al� establishes some kind of a universal stability for any
greedy protocol� when one is restricted to trees or arbitrary directed acyclic graphs �denoted as
DAGs��

Theorem ��� �Borodin et al� �	�� Consider the adversarial queueing model with permanent
sessions� and assume that N is a tree or a DAG� Then� any greedy protocol is stable for N
under any adversary A with adversary rate �A � ��

Unfortunately� as the next result establishes� Theorem ��� does not extend to networks
containing directed cycles�

Theorem ��� �Borodin et al� �	�� Consider the adversarial queueing model with permanent
sessions� and assume that N is a ring on n � � nodes� Then� FIFO and LIS are unstable for N
under an adversary A with adversary rate �A � ��

Theorem ��
 dashes the possibility that FIFO and LIS be universally stable protocols� Most
importantly� it also raises the question of identifying insatbility thresholds for such protocols�
de�ned as the least adversary rate for which the protocols are unstable�

It is very interesting to note that Theorem ��
 does not hold for every greedy protocol� since
the next result identi�es a protocol that is stable on the ring�

Theorem ��� �Borodin et al� �	�� Consider the adversarial queueing model� and assume that
N is a ring on n � � nodes� Then� FTG is stable for N under any adversary A with adversary
rate �A � ��

A class of universally stable networks was identi�ed for the �rst time in a pioneering work
by Andrews et al� 	�� that immediately followed 	���

Theorem ��� �Andrews et al� ���� Consider the adversarial queueing model with permanent
sessions� Then� FTG� NTS� SIS and LIS are universally stable�
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Stability and instability properties of FIFO have been further studied in a very recent paper
by Diaz et al� 	���� this paper presents both positive and negative results� The positive result
came in response to an open question posed by Andrews at al� 	��� More speci�cally� Andrews
et al 	�� asked whether there exists some universal constant rFIFO � �� which is intrinsic to the
particular FIFO protocol such that FIFO is stable on every network and under any adversary
A with adversary rate �A � rFIFO� Diaz et al� 	��� provide a partial answer to the question
of Andrews et al�� showing that for every network� FIFO is stable against any adversary with a
small injection rate� that depends on some parameters of the network�

Theorem ��
 �Diaz et al� ����� Consider the adversarial queueing model� Then� for any net�
work N � there exists a constant rN � where � � rN � �� FIFO is stable on A under any adversary
A with adversary rate �A � rN �

Moreover� Diaz et al� 	��� establish�

Theorem ��� �Diaz et al� ����� Consider the adversarial queueing model� Then� there exists
a network N and an adversary A for which FIFO is unstable for any adversary rate �A � ������

Theorem ��� provides the current record ������� for the instability of threshold� Whether
or not ����� can be further improved remains a fascinating challenge�

Open Problem ��� Determine the instability threshold of FIFO for packet�switched networks�

Most studies of packet routing networks have been assuming that one packet can be for�
warded on an edge in a single time step� This assumption makes sense for networks with
identical communication links� In a very recent paper� Borodin et al� 	�� pursue the direction
where link capacities �the number of packets that can be forwarded at each time step� may
vary� We sample a typical result from 	���

Theorem ��	 Consider the adversarial queueing model with permanent sessions and dynamic
link capacities� There is a network N with dynamic capacities and an adversary A for which
LIS is not stable� More speci�cally� if all dynamic link capacities are either � or C� for some
some constant C � �� then LIS is unstable for any adversary rate �A � C

�C��
�

This line of research for networks with dynamic edge capacities is still in its infancy and
numerous open problems remain� We sample one that is speci�cally related to Theorem ����

Open Problem ��� Consider the adversarial queueing model with permanent sessions and
dynamic link capacities� Assume that all dynamic link capacities are either � or C� for some
some constant C � �� Determine the instability threshold of LIS as a function of C�
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See 	�� for additional open problems in this direction�

Finally� we mention that Andrews 	
� has extended Theorem ��
 to the ��� ���regulated
model� thus demonstrating that the instability of FIFO is not an artifact of the adversarial
queueing model�

Theorem ��� �Andrews ���� Consider the ��� ���regulated model with permanent sessions�
Then� there is a network N and an adversary A with adversary rate strictly less than � for
which FIFO is unstable�

��� Temporary Sessions

Not many things are known for the model with temporary sessions� We refer the reader to the
work of Andrews and Zhang 	� for related results� Interestingly� we note that Andrews and
Zhang provide separation results of di�erent protocols with respect to their performance in the
model with temporary sessions�

� Input�Queued Switches

In this section� we describe results on the stability of networks with input�queued switches� This
model is somehow di�erent� but complementary� than those of packet�switching considered so
far in this survey� We start with a description of the model�

��� Model

In an input�queued switch� packets accumulate forming queues at the input wires of the switch�
At each discrete time step� at most one packet is sent from each input wire and at most one
packet is forwarded to each output wire� in other words� a matching is formed between input
and output wires at each step� An input�queued switch is stable if the number of packets waiting
to traverse the switch remains bounded as long as no input or output wire is overloaded� We
continue to explain what overloaded means�

Consider �rst the permanent sessions model �cf� Section ����� thus� sessions in the network
are �xed over time in this model� It is assumed that tra�c injection obeys the requirements in
the ��� ���regulated model �see Section ��
�� An injection pattern is admissible if for every wire
x �input or output� in the network�

X

i�Sx

�i � �� � �

where Sx is the set of sessions traversing wire x and ��� is a switch parameter called utilization�
�See Section � for the de�nition of �i��
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Consider now the temporary sessions model �cf� Section ��
�� An injection pattern is
admissible if for any wire x and for any time interval 	t�� t���

Ax�t�� t�� � w � ��� ���t� � t�� �

where w is the burst size and �� � is as in the temporary sessions model�

It is noted that that there are more admissible injection patterns for the temporary sessions
model than for the permanent sessions model �see 	�� Section I�A��� Thus� positive �resp�� neg�
ative� results for the temporary sessions model �resp�� permanent sessions model� immediately
hold for the permanent sessions model �resp�� temporary sessions model� as well�

��� The Protocol LQF

A very natural protocol for input�queued switches is the Longest�Queue�First protocol� abbre�
viated as LQF� The LQF protocol calculates a maximum�weight bipartite matching �cf� 	
��� at
each discrete step� where the weight of the edge from input wire i to output wire j is taken to
be the number of packets that are waiting to be forwarded from i to j� LQF has been studied
by McKeown et al� 	
�� who estabilish�

Theorem 
�� �McKeown et al� ��
�� LQF is stable for an input�queued switch�

One unpleasant feature of Theorem �� is that it applies to a �trivial� network consisting of
a single input�queued switch� The case of a general network was subsequently considered by
Andrews and Zhang 	��� who establish both negative and positive results� A somehow surprising�
negative result in the work of Andrews and Zhang demonstrates that the behavior of LQF �with
respect to stability� changes diametrically when one passes to non�trivial networks�

Theorem 
�� �Andrews  Zhang ���� There exists a network N of input�queued switches
and an adversary A for which LQF is unstable for some injection pattern admissible by the
adversary�

To establish the general instability of LQF� Andrews and Zhang construct a simple network
consisting of just � switches� It is interesting to know whether the network of Andrews and
Zhang is the smallest possible network that allows instability for LQF�

Open Problem 
�� Construct a network with less than � input�queued switches for which
LQF can be unstable �under an appropriate adversary�� or show that no such network exists�

A notable feature of the instability proof for Theorem �
 is that the proof does not specify
how tra�c sharing the same pair of an input and an output wire is speci�ed� Hence� Theorem �

hold regardless of the particular pattern of tra�c sharing� Even more so� the proof uses a tra�c
pattern that remains �xed over time�
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The network used to show the instability of LQF remains also an example to show the
instability of a similar protocol called Longest�Port�First and abbreviated as LPF� The protocol
LPF computes a maximum�weight bipartite matching� where the weight of the edge from input
wire i to output wire j is taken to be the number of packets queued at input wire i plus the
number of packets that have output wire j as their destination�

��� The Protocol LIN

Now for the good news� Andrews and Zhang 	�� go on to describe a protocol called Longest�
in�Network and abbreviated as LIN that remains stable for networks of input�queued switches�
�The protocol LIN was originally introduced in 	����

The protocol LIN is a frame�based protocol� roughly speaking� LIN partitions time into frames
and computes matchings for each time frame� which it uses to decide which packets to forward
from which input wire to which output wire� Each time frame used by LIN has length d
w��e�
where w and � are the constants used to de�ne the temporary sessions model for networks of
input�queued switches�

Andrews and Zhang 	�� analyze the performance of LIN in the model with permanent ses�
sions� they pose as an open problem the improvement of its performance when restricted to
networks with permanent sessions�

� Is Stability Decidable�

In this section� we consider the fundamental question of algorithmically deciding stability of a
given protocol in a given queueing system� Decidability and undecidability results are surveyed
in Sections ��� and ��
� respectively�

��� Decidability Results

In this section� we survey some decidability results for the adversarial queueing model� These
results come from 	�� 
���

We have already seen in Section � that there are networks that are universally stable� and
that there are networks that are not universally stable� This apparent dichotomy establishes
that universal stability of networks is a non�trivial property� and it naturally poses the question
of characterizing networks that are universally stable� and �possibly� algorithmically recognizing
such networks� Since universal stability of a network is a predicate quantifying over all protocols
and adversaries� it may at �rst appear that universal stability is not a decidable property� One
of the deepest results in the context of network stability in the adversarial queueing model
establishes that� to the contrary� this is not the case� To describe this result� we need �rst some
graph�theoretic de�nitions� �In giving these de�nitions� we will be using graphs and networks
as synonyms��

Let us recall the de�nition of edge contraction in a graph N �cf� 	��� De�nition 
�
�����
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In a graph N � contraction of edge e with endpoints u and v is the replacement of
u and v with a single vertex whose incident edges are the edges other than e that
were incident to either u or v� The resulting graph N n e has one edge less than N �

Say that a network M is a minor of a network N if M can be obtained from a subgraph
of N by zero or more applications of edge contraction� A set of networks N is minor�closed
if whenever N � N� every minor of N is also in N� A result of Andrews et al� 	�� in the
direction of characterizing universally stable networks establishes that the class of universally
stable networks is minor�closed�

Theorem ��� �Andrews et al� ���� Consider the adversarial queueing model� Assume that
N is universally stable� Then� so is every minor M of N �

We discuss the algorithmic implications of Theorem ���� An important graph�theoretic
result of Robertson and Seymour 	
�� 
�� shows that if N is any arbitrary minor�closed set
of graphs� then there is a �nite set of graphs M��M�� � � � �Mk such that N � N if and only
if none of M��M�� � � � �Mk is a minor of N � In other words� any minor�closed collection of
graphs is de�ned by the exclusion of a �nite set of graphs as minors� In addition� Robertson
and Seymour 	��� provide an O�n�� algorithm to test whether any �xed graphM is a minor of
an arbiitrary graph N with n vertices� Hence� it follows that there is an O�n�� algorithm to test
for membership in any arbitrary minor�closed set of graphs� This has been further strengthened
by Robertson and Seymour 	
�� 
�� ��� to show that if a minor�closed set G does not contain
all planar graphs� then membership in G can be decided in time O�n���

What do these graph�theoretic results imply about deciding universal stability of networks�
By Theorem ���� the class of universally stable networks is a minor�close class� The network
used to prove instability of FIFO in Theorem ��� is a planar graph �and there are more examples
of planar graphs that have been used to demonstrate instability of speci�c protocols�� hence�
the class of universally stable networks does not contain all planar networks� In total� it follows
that universal stability �for the adversarial queueing model� can be decided in time O�n���

The approach of Andrews et al� 	�� to establishing algorithmic decidability for the class of
universally stable networks is� in some sense� indirect� since it requires tools from the theory
of graph minors �developed in a series of papers by Robertson and Seymour�� while it does
not provide an explicit characterization of the class of networks that are universally stable�
Goel 	
�� has �lled this gap by providing an explicit algorithm to decide universal stability of
any given network� In a very elegant piece of work� Goel presents three simple graphsM��M�

and M�� and shows that a �directed� graph N is universally stable if and only if none of M��
M� and M� is a minor of N � The nice contribution of the work of Goel is that it explicitly
provides the class of forbidden minors for any universally stable graph� which are known to
exist by the work of Andrews et al� 	�� described above�

��� Undecidability Results

This section describes results from a very interesting and elegant� recent paper by Gamarnik 	����
Gamarnik considers two abstract models of queueing systems operating under some speci�c and
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�xed queue management protocol which we continue to describe�

� The �rst model of a queueing system consists of a single server and a collection of bu�ers
in which arriving packets are stored� An arriving packet may require to go through many
bu�ers for completing its processing� each bu�er represents a processing stage of the
packet�

� The second model is a communication�type queueing network represented by a graph �as
considered in other sections of this survey�� Recall that an arriving packet �job� requests
a simple path to follow�

In both models� the arrival pattern of the packets is completely deterministic� interarrival
times are �xed and known� processing times are also deterministic� A queue management
protocol speci�es the rules under which arriving packets are processed in the queueing system�
�Common queue management protocols include ones we already considered in this survey such
as FIFO and LIFO��

Gamarnik considers an abstract class of generalized priority protocols� The main result of
the work of Gamarnik 	��� establishes�

Theorem ��� Checking stability of any given generalized priority protocol in any given queue�
ing system �de�ned as in Gamarnik�s model� is undecidable�

Interestingly� the undecidability proof of Gamarnik identi�es connections with algorithmic
problems consider homogeneous random walks in the nonnegative orthant� Natural questions
that remain include �cf� 	��� Section ����

Open Problem ��� Establish the decidability or undecidability of common protocols such as
FIFO and LIFO in Gamarnik�s model of a queueing system�

Gamarnik 	��� Section �� conjectures that the answer to Open Problem ��� is negative�

	 Conclusion

Investigating the stability of communication networks� and corresponding distributed protocols�
remains a fascinating challenge for the distributed computing community� In this survey� we
have only touched upon this topic� We conclude this survey by mentioning some more general
directions for future research that naturally present themselves and complement the various
open problems that were mentioned in the text�

� Besides the particular results described in Section �� decidability issues for stability prop�
erties are still poorly understood� In particular� the e�ect of the particulars of the model
or the protocol still goes beyond our current understanding of the issue� We would like
to demarcate the boundary between decidable and undecidable with respect to network
stability properties as accurately as possible�
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� The precise e�ect of randomization on stability properties remains still elusive� In partic�
ular� we would like to ask whether randomization can be used to either surpass instability
results� or improve any of the stability results reviewed in this survey� �For uses of ran�
domization in distributed packet switching� see the paper by Rabani and Tardos 	
��
and references therein�� For example� can randomization reduce the currently known
instability threshold of FIFO 	����

� Known results on stability are each tailored for a particular model or protocol� How do
the various results relate to each other� For example� can there be any general techniques
for transforming a result for some particular model to a result for a di�erent model� The
relation between the various models is not well understood yet� nor is the relation between
the behavior of any particular protocol in one model to the behavior of the same protocol
in a di�erent model�

We hope that this survey will spawn an interest for the distributed computing community
into this important problem of the stability of routing protocols in communication networks�
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